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Software quality
■ Customers want quality products

■ Bosses want to make money

■ Engineers want to create wonder
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Be mindful of your technical debt....



Software testing

■ Ultimately, the goal is to “verify” that your software meets its 
requirements. A pragmatic way to do this is by “testing” :
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Dijkstra (1969): Testing shows the presence, not the absence of bugs.

verifying a program by inspecting finite number of 
executions of the software, whether they show 

expected behavior.



Sofware quality assurance (QA) 
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■ QA:  making sure that your software meets its requirements.

■ Engineering part of QA
– usually this comes down to “testing”.
– we can also think of providing formal specifications 

■ “Managemenent part” of QA 
– since testing is costly, you need to manage it.
– you need a strategy to integrate QA into your dev. process..
– is just as important. 



Lecture plan

■ A brief academic view into software testing

■ Brief about tooling (engineering aspect of testing)

■ Integration with your agile process (management aspect of 
testing)
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Example 1: how to test this?
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static int triangle(double x, double y, double z)

x,y,z represent the sides of a triangle. The method
classifies if the triangle is EQUIDISTANCE, ISOLECES, or
SCALENE. It throws an exception if x,y,z do not define a
triangle.



Partition-based testing

■ Divide your input domain into “partitions” (equivalence 
classes), such that inputs from the same partition trigger 
“similar” behavior, for a reasonable concept of “similar”.

■ Make sure that every partition is tested at least once.
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Negative Test

■ Do not forget to test that the program handles incorrect 
inputs correctly.

For example, in the triangle-example, recall the spec says :

“It throws an IllegalArgument exception if x,y,z do not define a 
triangle.”
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Boundary value test

■ Errors often lurk in the “boundaries”  between partitions à
test values on and around the boundaries.
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Example 2: how to test this ?
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static int fit(Shape s, double scale, double r)

Calculate how many shapes of type s (of one unit size)
with the given scale can fit into a circle of radius r.
There are two subclasses of Shape: Triangle and Circle.
scale and r should be positive.



Combinatoric testing

■ 3 paremeters, 9 partitions. 

■ Proposal 1: make sure that each of 9 partitions is tested at 
least once (you can do this with just 3 tests ... weak)

■ Proposal 2: test all possible combinations over the partitions. 
Here we have 33 = 27 combinations! à in general too 
expensive 😭
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Combinatoric testing

■ Pair-wise testing: each partition-pair should 
be tested at least once. à regarded as 
pretty strong by researchers.

■ But there are also 27 pairs to “cover” ! Yes, 
but you only need 10 tests to cover them all.
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0 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 2 0 
1 0 2 
1 1 0 
1 2 1
2 0 0
2 1 2 
2 2 1 
0 2 2 

See: http://math.nist.gov/coveringarrays/ipof/tables/table.2.3.html
In the literature this is called a “covering array”.
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Combinatoric testing a the system level, 
an example

■ Suppose we want to test if the program well behaves under all 
different font-effects (there are 10 effects). 

■ These effects can be combined, giving in total 210 = 1024 
combinations. Too expensive to test them all! 
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Combinatoric testing, an example

■ How about just trying to cover all 3-way combinations of these 
effects?  E.g.:

– <strikethrough=T, bold=T, subscript=T> (the rest F)
– <strikethrough=T, bold=T, subscript=F> (the rest F)
– ... (for each such combination we try all possible 23 = 8 value combinations) 

– <strikethrough=T, doublestrikethrough=T, superscript=T> etc

■ In total there are  103 = 120 of those 3-combinations to cover. 

■ A naive approach would require 8×120 = 960 test cases.
■ Wait... each test case is a vector of 10 (boolean) values. We can 

“pack” 3 triples in such a vector. So only 320 test cases are 
needed.

■ Actually... we can do much beter.
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Combinatoric testing, an example
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From Rich Kuhn’s slides: Combinatorial Testing, National 
Institute ofStandards and Technology, US

• Here is a test suite consisting of 13 test 
cases. Each row in the table is a test 
case, each describes a vector of 10 
(boolean) values of Font effects.

• This suite covers all 3-way 
combinations!

• Finding a minimum covering array is an 
NP hard problem, but the are sites that 
can provide you with either pre-
computed solutions or with algorithms.



Example, how to test this ?
(now we do have the source code)
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static int triangle(double x, double y, double z)  {

if (x≤0 || y≤0 || z≤0) throw new ArgumentException() ;

if (x==y || y==z || x==y)  return ISOLECES ;

if (x==y &&  y==z) return EQUIDISTANCE ;

return SCALENE ;
}



White box testing
■ Test every execution path in the source code at least once. 
– The number of possible paths can be infinite.
– Even by applying some concept of reduction, the number of 

remaining paths can still be exponential.

■ In practice people usually take more practical approaches, such as:
– Every line of code should be tested at least once
– Every branch in the code should be tested at least once

■ Note that if you have N lines to “cover”, it does not mean that you 
would need N tests to cover them all (usually much less).

■ Combine this with negative and boundary testing!
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Thoroughness of your test

■ Test coverage is a quantitative expression, in percentage,  of how 
many of the “targets to cover” are tested by your test suite.

■ Test coverage is an indicator of the thoroughness of your testing.
– Low coverage score implies your testing is not thorough enough.

■ Commonly used in practice: code coverage, e.g. : 
– Line coverage (% of code lines exercised by your test suite)
– Branch coverage (% of program branches exercised by your test 

suite)

■ Make sure that you have tool support to measure your code 
coverage!
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To keep in mind: Pareto-Zipf

■ The number of program paths to cover can blow up 
exponentially. You may have to prioritize.

■ Pareto-Zipf law – Approximately 80% of defects come from 
20% of “modules”. The law applies along all dimensions, e.g. 
on program paths. Put more effort on testing the fragile 20%.

■ On the other 80%: try to at least exercise every program 
branch.
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if  (...)  S1 else S2
for(...)  S3
if (...) S4 else S5



The structure of a solution with “test 
projects”
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class Thermometer 
...
public double warmUp(double v) 
public double coolDown(double v) 

A test project is a just a project in 
your solution that contains your 
test-classes.



Test Class and Test Method
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[TestClass()]
public class ThermometerTest {

[TestMethod()]
public void valueTest1() {

target  = new Thermometer(1,0); 
double expected = - 273.15 ; 
double actual = target.value();
Assert.AreEqual(expected, actual,0.01);

}
...

[TestMethod()] 
public void valueTest2()  ....

}



Inspecting Test Result
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Inspecting Test Result
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Inspecting Coverage
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Different kinds of testing
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To cover different aspects of quality:

■ logical correctness
– e.g. that a sorting program has to sort
– is called functional testing.

■ performance
– is called performance testing

■ security
– security testing

■ ease of use
– usability testing

■ etc



Test your system at multiple levels
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Your contractee may also conduct an acceptance test: to verify that the 
software you deliver meets their requirements.

■ Unit testing
– test that each program “unit” (method) behaves as expected.

■ Integration testing
– test that the “blocks” your system behave as expected. A block 

here means a composition of units. It can range from a class, to 
an architecture component from your design.

■ System testing
– test that the whole system behaves as expected;



Unit testing
■ It is much easier to deal with errors if you find them at the unit 

testing level, than if you discover them at the system testing 
level. So: invest seriously in unit testing.

■ There are various xUnit frameworks to provide some basic 
automation and management of your unit tests.

– JUnit (Java), MSUnit (C#), NUnit (C#), CppUnit (C++), PyUnit
(Python) etc

■ Part of Agile software practices!

■ Rules that you should adopt :
– Before pushing to the central repository, you should run all unit 

tests. If anything breaks, fix it. 
– Whenever you find a bug, add a test that triggers the bug.
– Whenever you add a new feature, add tests to monitor it works. 
– Once you have “thousands” of such tests, you can modify your 

system with confidence. 
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Few more tips in writing good 
unit tests 
■ Test one unit of code at a time – this way a failing test gives you 

more precise information where cause of the failure might be.

■ Focus on the difficult parts. 
– Don’t test code that will not break, like trivial getters and setters.

■ When it fails, the unit may be expected to fail in a certain way(s). 
Do not forget to test this (called negative test).

■ Tests are code too! (apply not only for unit tests)
– Choose meaningful names (testSuccesfulTransfer rather than 

test3) 
– Avoid repetition
– Organize tests, just as you would organize other code. 
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Test automation
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■ Automation
– save you a lot of effort. Two automation level :
– automating the execution of your tests so that you don’t have to keep doing 

that by hand.
– automatically generating tests.

■ Testability
– the degree with which you can control a program and observe its behavior. 
– Low testability may mean that you cannot automate your tests. 
– Often probelamtical at the system level.

■ IMPORTANT: invest on the system-level testability!



Automated generation of 
tests
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■ Random tests generator a la QuickCheck
– exploit randomness to to complement manual testing.
■ Directed generator e.g EvoSuite, VisualStudio’s IntelliTest
– help developers to improve their unit test coverage
■ Only test inputs and test sequences can be automatically 

generated. Computer cannot generate test oracles.
– You still need to write “properties” to test against, or use generic 

properties like “the program should not crash”.
■ Automated testing tools requires you to invest some effort to 

become familiar with it, and later to maintain it; keep this in 
mind.



Intermezzo: automated test generation 
with Visual Studio’s Intellitest
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Intermezzo : How does it work?

■ First, recall from proposition logic: a formula like p⋀q→ ¬p is 
called satisfiable if there is a value assignment for p,q that 
makes the formula evaluates to T. (please note it is weaker than 
validity)

■ The satisfiability of formulas from proposition logic can be 
checked automatically (which gives the satisfying value 
assignment as the proof).

■ The satisfiability of simple formulas like this:

x+y=N  ⋀ 0<x+2y  ⋀ y-10>0

can also be checked automatically. See the tool Z3.
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Intermezzo : How does it work?
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bool find0(int[] a) {
int i = a.length ;
while (0<i) {

i-- ;
if (a[i]==0) return true

}
return false

}

i = a.length
assert 0≥i
return

i = a.length
assert 0<i
i—
assert a[i]==0
return

...
(1) decide the program paths to test, then 
extract each of them, converting it to a 
“linear” statement.

(note that this is not exactly how algorithm of Intellitest works, but this is easier to explain)



Intermezzo : How does it work?
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i = a.length
assert 0<i
i—
assert a[i]==0

i0 = a.length
assert 0<i0
i1 = i0-1
assert a[i1]==0

i0 == a.length ⋀
0<i0 ⋀
i1 == i0-1 ⋀
a[i1]==0

(2) Given a program path, covert its linear statement  to a 
predictate logic formula. 

• (a) Introduce fresh varibles to distinguish different 
states of the same variable.

• (b) Turn the statement into a conjunction
(3) Check the formula satisfiability. Note that a satisfying value 
assignment describes an input that would trigger the path.



Integration testing 

■ If the composite modules can still be approached through 
APIs, you can re-apply unit testing concepts and technologies. 

■ You may have to deal with non-determinism:
– due to external components beyond your control.
– due to concurrency.
– It can be challenging to trigger certain behavior, and to 

replicate an error (e.g. for debugging).
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System testing 

■ System testing demonstrates that the code is ready for 
release. Some typical concerns:

■ Testability 
– At the system level testability usually decreases, reducing 

your ability to test the system. Plan how to deal with this.

■ Complexity
– A system may offer many ways to be interacted to, leading to 

combinatorial explosion. It is not feasible to test all 
combinations. Plan how to deal with this.
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System Testing

■ Usually it is a “black-box” testing: we abstract away from the 
program’s source code, either because it is too complex or we 
do not have access to it. 

■ Commonly used approaches:
– Ad-hocly
– More systematic:
■ if you have a use-cases description (UML) of your system, test every 

“use case”. 
■ if you have an activity diagram of your system, make sure that every 

path in the diagram is tested.
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Example of a use case
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Use Case Name: Place Order
Actors: Registered Shopper , Billing System 
Preconditions: User has selected the items to be purchased.
Post-conditions: The order will be placed in the system.
Normal Flow:
1. The user will indicate that she wants to order the items that have already been 
selected.
2. The system will present the billing and shipping information that the user 
previously stored.
3. The user will confirm that the existing billing and shipping information should be 
used for this order.
4. The system will present the amount that the order will cost, including applicable 
taxes and shipping charges.
5. The user will confirm that the order information is accurate.
6. The system will provide the user with a tracking ID for the order.
...
11. The fulfillment system will confirm that the order is being processed.
12. The user will exit the system.
Alternate Flows: ...



Testing a use case
■ A use case can be quite complex, e.g. with non-trivial 

interactions and alternate flows.

■ Relevant testing techniques :
– To address a use case’s input space : partition testing, 

negative testing, boundary testing, combinatoric testing
– To address the use case’s various flows : branch coverage, 

path based coverage. 
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Embedding QA into your 
development process
■ In your programming approach:
– Code review
– Test driven development

■ In your agile process
– Make testing part of your story-done criteria
– Track your bugs and issues: use your product backlog to track 

the status of known bugs, feature requests, etc. 
– Plan bugfixes along with other stories.
– Include testing in your continous integration
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Code review 

■ If you're using GitLab, opening a merge request is a great way 
to do a code review with your fellow developers. 

– Is the code clearly structured? 
– Are there tests? 
– Is the code documented? 
– Does it adhere to your coding guidelines? 

■ There are many code review checklists available online – use 
them! 
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Test Driven Development

■ After agreeing on the stories to tackle in this iteration, first 
convert your requirements into tests.

■ Write a first attemp code. Fix it until all tests are passed. 

■ Then refactor : improving the code e.g. removing duplications, 
optimizing loops, restructuring etc. 

– Use the test cases to validate your refactoring
– Add test cases to keep the coverage at needed level
– refactor and validate incrementally
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Advantages of TDD 

■ No code gets comited without tests. 

■ Forces you to think about specifications first, rather than 
implementations. However, unlike the classical approach 
where you would then formalize the specifications, you create 
tests instead as a “pragmatic replacements” of formal 
specifications. 
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Embed test coverage in your 
agile

■ As you plan new stories, include testing and target coverage
in your “story-done” criteria.

■ Implement the stories and add tests.

■ if tests do not achieve the target, obviously you need to add 
more tests. 

■ Use coverage as an “instrument”, not as a goal in itself (your 
goal is not to simply meet your target coverage!).
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Enforcing QA in the definition of 
done

■ By now you should have completed your first iterations. Every 
iteration, you tackle the stories from your sprint backlog. But 
when is a story done? 

■ It could be:
– The code has unit tests (and integration tests when releavant)
– The code has been reviewed by another developer 
– The tests are automated
– Exploratory testing has been done by another team member
– Thorough user documentation and code comments
– Performance has been tested and is acceptable. 
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Continuous integration 

■ Automate the build 

■ Make the build self-testing

■ Merge regularly 

■ Test in a production environment 
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Further reading
■ Introduction to software testing, Ammann, Paul, and Jeff Offutt. 

Cambridge University Press, 2016.

■ Combinatoric testing: US National Institute ofStandards and 
Technology’s Automated Combinatorial Testing for Software (ACTS) page. 

– http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/acts/index.html#briefings
– it contains tutorial, presentations, and papers.
– it contains library and tables of covering array
– more intro on covering array: 

http://math.nist.gov/coveringarrays/coveringarray.html

■ Model-based testing
– SpecExplorer is probably the tool to go. Ganesan’s 17 slides giving 

overview of the tool: https://www.slideshare.net/dganesan11/spec-
explorer-slideshare-31953248
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Next, your part 

■ Prepare a 4-pages test plan

■ Present your plan
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